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Sotogrande Alto Spain
R159-01063

2,800,000€
Currency conversions are approximated and may vary.

Property Features:

Villa for sale in Sotogrande, Andalusia, Spain.
Impressive frontline golf villa with magnificent views of the lakes on the beautiful
definitive and, of course ("The Lakes") of Almenara golf course designed by Dave
Thomas, as well as the surrounding hills and the countryside beyond. The property
is located in Sotogrande Alto, which provides privacy and exclusivity, while within
walking distance of the beach clubs and the marina of Sotogrande, polo fields and
the other golf courses of Valderrama, Real Club of Sotogrande, the Reserve.
A light, spacious residence that has been designed so that the main rooms have a
south orientation on the garden, the lake and hills. The property offers excellent
family and entertaining accommodation that includes the following:
Front door with the generous path that leads to the entrance courtyard and the main
house; impressive entrance hallway leading to the Spanish style Cortijo / patio
closed for life the rooms, rooms and dining room; large hall (approximately 100
square meters ...) with 3.5 million high ceilings; generous separate dining room;
kitchen and separate laundry; master bedroom on the upper floor, ...

About the Zone
Sotogrande alto is where the most exclusive and biggest villas of sotogrande are
located. The houses on this area are for those who enjoy calmness and privacy
from their big homes. Also you are on the top part of Sotogrande and many houses
can enjoy a beautiful view to the sea. Also in sotogrande alto there is the
Valderrama golf course, which is where the Andalusia championship is held each
year...

Bedrooms:

6

Bathrooms:

6

Garage:

Private Parking

ECP:

C

Heating:

Yes

Air Conditioning: Yes
Swimming Pool: Yes
1171m

M2 Plot:

175m

Galerías Paniagua, locales 8, 9 y 10
Sotogrande 11310
Cádiz, Spain
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M2 Built:
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